Meet Thinkz - The IoT network of all networks
Revolutionary patent-pending technology
receives GDPR-compliant data from IoTs of all
kinds, gathers and organizes it, offering your smart
city a responsive, comprehensive, real-time
network of all the Things

Take your
smart city to the
next level
Position your city at
the forefront of the
digital revolution

The Power of collaboration between Things gives the city
limitless options to improve the new urban experience

Government/
Municipalities
Improve citizens’ quality of
life through better service
and transparency

Public safety

Automotive

Environment

Enabling smooth commuting
by alerting and altering routes
to avoid the dangers ahead

Monitoring climate change,
pollution, environmental

Residents

Law enforcement
communication with
civilians

degradation, and resource
depletion

Security

Business
owners

Enhancing
personal and
communal security

Visitors
Resource availability

Personal safety

Improve utilization of car
charging stations, parking lots,
personal transportation rent

Enable safer communities
and neighborhood alerted
of danger
Service outage
Prompt notiﬁcations about
electricity, water, communication
outages

For
residents:

For business
owners:

Streamline the
everyday of
urban life

Empower local
entrepreneurs,
positioning them
for expansion

For visitors:

Discover what’s behind our technology

Make travel to
your smart city a
seamless
experience

Sensors and gateways, application and data analytics software,
network and cloud services - every IoT application is built on an
ecosystem of hardware, software and services that turn data into
meaningful, usable information.
Yet no single technology or service provider could supply all
the necessary building blocks until now.
Thinkz collaborates with IoT technology to open up a new
dimension of data.
Our data network eliminates IoT obstacles and empowers
autonomous interconnectivity and data seeking. That means
IoTs can gain information from all players in the IoT space, share
information with one another, form their own networks, and
become self-acting - leading to better problem solving.
To ensure that the real-time information your citizens access is
constantly veriﬁed, we apply our innovative, patent-pending
layer of technology, Live Data Veriﬁcation (LDV), which utilizes AI
to authenticate all incoming information.
We foster an environment in which all devices part of the IoT
system can work together to create a comprehensive, real time
and AI-veriﬁed view of available city resources, both public and
private.
All that’s required of your smart city is to connect
GDPR-compliant IoT data to the network. We will integrate it,
generating meaningful, usable, accessible data for all your
citizens, streamlining everyday life.
Look what we’ve done for Barcelona!

contact us at
Info@thinkz.ai
for customized solution
for your city

